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MRR: Introduce yourselves and tell us what you do in the
band.
Al (A): I'm Al. I play drums.
Jon (J): Jon, I play guitar.
Jay (Ja): Jay, I sing.
Erik (E): l 'm Erik. I play bass.

MRR: When I found out who was in this band I was
trying to figure out how you guys met. I think you are an
unlikely cast of characters.
J: I know all these guys. I have known Al for years and
years. I was in RAMMER with Al and we wanted to make
a band. We tried for a bit and it didn't really work until we
got this line up together. We asked Erik and Jay to be in
the band because we saw them play in other bands and we
know them. We thought they'would be really good at it and
neither of them were playing in a band, which to me seemed
ridiculous because their other bands were great. Al and I
were trying to be in a band with people our own age and it
didn't work at all, so we thought we would get people who
were younger than us. That is the only reason it worked out
at all. We just know each other from being at punk shows in
Toronto.

MRR: Sfandard lssue, a punk zine from Ottawa did the
duties of listing off most of the bands that you were
into, but they missed a few I think this is important. I
know that Jon is sick of talking about all the stuff that
he does, but lthink it is important. So here is some of
them...BRUTAL KNIGHTS, CAREER SUICIDE, TOXIC
HOLOCAUST, RAMMER, the REPROBATES, BAD SKIN,
KOMMANDO, UNION OF URANUS, CHOKEHOLD.
Jay: lt 's unfortunate that the JOLLIES were on a label
through Ottawa. That guy is weak.Erik: I was in SCHOOL
JERKS for a bit. Al: I did the band CAULDRON. DIEMONDS
represent.John:Al is in a band called DENTATA, now.
Al: Jon is in a band catled VALLEY BOYS. Erik does a band
called FATHER TlME.John: I have been in way more bands.
I was in a band called FREE VIOLENCE.Jay: lwas sort of in
a band called BURNING TABLES.John: I play in the DREAM
DATES about once every seven years.

MRR: And CAREER SUIGIDE.
John: That is usually two or three times a year.

MRR: You guys have been in a lot of bands. What past
lessons have you brought into HASSLER?
Al: For me I can only speak about playing drums in the bands
and I am generally just trying to strip things down and make
them common sense from the drum kit and take the ego out
of my playing and just make it suit the song. With HASSLER
the music and the whole intent of this band is a stripped down
hardcore sound. In terms of me trying to play in a very direct
approach this is the band I get to do that the most in. I was
playing thrash metal and death metal.Erik: I learned patience
on a functional level.

MRR: I was thinking that this is one of those things that

come with experience. You just have to wait stuff out.
Erik: You have to figure out a way to work together.John:
You can't make people do what they don't want to do. So
you can't try. I have done that in the past. lt doesn't work.
It always turns out awful. You have got to look at stuff from
other people's perspective. lt is a group effort. There are
different people and they are going to have a different level
of involvement in the band and that is okay. lt is actually
probably better that way. People are going to get different
stuff out of the band than I am and that is great. Jay:-.Don't be
the only person that drives and try not to do Ketamine.John:
Saturday was the first time in my life I played a show with the
VALLEY BOYS and I didn't drive to the show. lt was the first
time ever. I took the subway to the shpw and I got so drunk.
It was great. Jay: lt was the first time you were able to do
Ketamine at a show.John: I didn't even stay at the show.

MRR: What have you brought to HASSLER from past
bands?
Jay: The band that was relevant was BAD SKIN. Before I was
in that band I was in significantly punkier bands and I was
playing guitar so something like singing and doing screaming
and more agro stuff if I had never done that.John: I was
in BRUTAL KNIGHTS for six years and I wrote a lot of the
music. I probably wrote 60 songs with Nick Flanagan. lt was
fuckin' retarded. With this band I would like to spend more
time and more care on different kinds of song writing ideas
and be less of a one trick pony.

MRR: I think the production side of things in terms of
guitars, I remember the quote that Al said that Jon is a
riff machine.
J: Well I think about that all the time.

MRR: You guys have written a lot of songs in a short
period of time. I think of the production line...that you
guys can knock out great songs. lt seems like it is no
time but it is probably not. You have two amazing EPs.
J: We have a lot of ideas and it seems like they work well.
It is obvious which ones work right away. lt is like what we
were talking about with the right mix of people. I think writing
hardcore music like this has a lot to do with the singing and
the drumming. Like riffs are cool and I really love that part of
it, but drumming and singing is huge for hardcore bands. You
go see hardcore bands and they don't have a good drummer
and it is not right. Or you go see a hardcore band and they
don't'have a good singer, they shouldn't even exist. We are
really lucky to have those two things. Like the riff part is my
thing and I totally love that. I have been in that mindset for
years. I feel like these guys could play pretty much anything
that I could think of better than I could think of it. The band
is fun because if someone has an idea the idea at the end
comes out better than we could imagine it.Jay: I was just
going to say with Erik being patient I have been in a lot of
other bands where people are way more pissed all the time.
We are all really laid back and shoot the shit and have fun.
Everybody is totally comfortable saying "l don't like that,
we should try it l ike this." lwould have no problem making
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Al: That might be just how that first r'ecord sounds:John: We
have another record coming out in a couple of months and it
doesn't sound like that at all. lt is kind of clean soundino.

MRR: Yeah, but I just witnessed a whole set of you guys
and there is a lot of great mania and craziness that goes
on with songs bleeding into each other and there is this
whole raw punk element.
John: Yeah. I thtnk that comes out in the other record too.
That first EP came out pretty blown-out sounding. We wanted
to do strong sounding hardcore punk. That is how
it should sound. lt is supposed to sound
Japanese. I dunno, we have a lot of
influences.

MRR: That leads to
who do you consider
influences on the
band?
Al: lt 's just like
fast shit. Like
breakdown
style
hardcore. ln
our songs I
really like
that kind
of shit.

MRR:
Yeah, it is
there, but
it comes
out at
these
parts that
you don't
expect it,
which is what
I love about
the HASSLER
songs. They are
unexpected.

.it$i .,.:'':i iii!l:':,iia jry'

MRR: lt is like all these influences with ADD. There is just
no attention span so you just go into the next thing. lt is
a fuckirl 'wild ride is all I can say.
John: lt is fun for us to write the songs and stuff. lt is fun to
write them in a way where it doesn't necessarily have to be
a perfect certain way. We are not trying to be in a band that
worries about how close they can beto DISCHAR9E or
whatever.

MRR: Why would you do something that has already
been done before?

John: Lots of people have done that and it has
worked.Jay: We are in a nice spot where

we are all pretty easy going and
into a ton of different shit. lt

is like, let's play whatever
seems to work for us and

it doesn't really fuckin'
matter what it is.John:

Yeah it is true. We
are JUSI gorng
to play what
sounds good
even if it is not
necessarily
perfectly
in one
direction.

MRR: I
am just
wondering
if you
would
credit the
local scene

for how
your sound

comes out. ls
there anything

there?
John: Yeah sure. I

have seen some of
those bands for sure.

MRR: Do you think it is
reasonable to think that

some of these reviews might
be accurate in terms of there is this

sound coming out of Toronto?
John: I am definitely not an expert on the hardcore scene in
Toronto.

MRR: Shut up. You go to shows. There is a certain
element of noise that has been inspiring b.ands from
Toronto and some examples would be you guys,
KREMLIN, S.H.| .T. and COLUMN OF HEAVEN. l think i t  is
an abrasiveness that is coming out of our music these
days so I am wondering out of bands out of this city do

,:dlrnk#}i,v;-",\
far as personal tastes go in this
band what a singular band influence
would be it is rtot really that direct. We
have all been in bands before and we just started
this band with us, so everyone has their own input into how it
sounds.

MRR: Watching you reminds me of DOUBLE NEGATIVE
when I first saw them. They pull frdm all these different
sounds.
John: They are awesome. I really, really like them a lot.
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if this place ever catches on fire the second floor is going to
collapse on my head. lt was totally il legat.

MRR: "Pigpen".
John: lt 's about Toronto. lt 's about another bullshit
government we have in Toronto with our stupid buffoon
mayor. He is a joke. "1960's yuppie town run by fucki'n
useless clowns."

MRR: You mentioned the second single. What is the
label putting out the second single?
John: lt 's called Beach lmpediment records. lt is a new
label. I think he started it last vear. lt's Mark Shubert.
He was the singer of WASTED TIME.
The HASSLER EP is going to be
his fourth release. lt's called
Amorality. He is a great
dude.

MRR: Tell me about
the artwork on the
"Amorality" EP.
John: l t  is a
homeless
guy, a cop, a
businessman,
a punk and a
baby holding.
a knife all
doing an
army salute
together.
And the
back is a rat
in a leather
jacket pissing.

MRR: Maybe
that is going
to become a
running theme.
The rat and the
leather jacket?
Jay: I think we are going
to have to keep up with that.
When the album comes out it is
going to be a rat with a leather jacket
fucking a pregnant chick that is smoking.

MRR: lt is weird that two different artists come up with
the same idea?
Al: I always wanted a rat with a leather jacket to be my
band's mascot. I can't believe it is actually happening. When
lwas in RAMMER lwanted to have the thrash rat. Nobody
would go for it.John: lf we ever get really popular and we
go on tours and stuff, do you remember how AVAIL had that
cheerleader guy, Bobo? We will have a guy dressed up as a
rat in a leather jacket as an antagonist.

MRR: Let me ask you about Amorality. Sounds like it
is based on the song "Amoral". Jay, what is "Amoral"
about? lf the title of the next record is based on it I
figured the.song might have some significance.

Jay: lt is essentially about being amoral. lt would
probably be in reference to myself. lt is an indifference
to anybody else. Fuck these guys. Fuck my girl. Fuck
everything that exists in the fuckin'world. I am just
going to impulsively do what I want to do and even at
times when I see the flaws in that thing, I am for some
reason just affected to act in that way.

MRR: So is it a call for total freedom of whatever?
In the same spirit of the original trilnk scene?
Jay: Not necessarily. There is an otivious notion that
you're being an asshole essentially, but I am not going

to separate myself from this. I am just going to act
in this fuckin' manner. Fuck everyone else.

So it is kind of anarchistic in a reallv
poor definition of the term.

Essentially I acknowledge
that I am a bastard and

I am going to be a
bastard and that's
that.

MRR:What 's
up with the
band in the
next little
bit?
John: We've
got another
EP coming
out soon. lt=.
is probably
going to be
out within
a couple

of months I
would say. And

then over the
wintertime we l,lt

are going to write* ,
an LP.AI: We are {',

going to try and get on i
one of those cruise shio

gigs over the holidays.

MRR: That would be amazing.
John: We are going to drink a bunch of

' beer over at the jam space a little later. I might
take a drag off of somebody's smoke over at the jam
space. 

r
MRR: Get wild.
John: lt is going to be pretty wild. I am going to go to
bed by 9:30pm hopefully.

MRR: How do people get in touch with you? What
is the best way to reach you?
Al: Come to a gig. John: We have one of those goofy
bandcamp things and it goes.to my email address, so
I could answer it if it is a question, or I can direct you
to someone who can. www.hasslertoronto.bandcamp.
com.
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